Complete The Questions And Answers With The Present Perfect Continuous

Read/Download
perfect simple, or the present.

Now complete the rules with 'present perfect simple' or 'present perfect progressive'.

They answer the question “how long?” For example, "I have studied English for a long time". Third, the negative adverb "never" requires the present perfect.

The Present Perfect Tense is formed using the following structure: Question: Have / Has + Subject + Past Participle

Compare with the simple past: I went.

3.2.1 Simple, 3.2.2 Progressive, 3.2.3 Perfect, 3.2.4 Perfect progressive

4 Active and passive voice, 5 Negation and questions, 6 Modal verbs

The present perfect intrinsically refers to past events, although it can be used to denote the circumstance of an action's being complete at a certain time. "For an hour now," your grandmother would answer. If you saw them putting their cards away, you may use the present perfect instead to phrase your question.

The present perfect and past simple 2) m irregular Complete the sentences with a verb from the list.

Answer these questions.

We form the present perfect progressive (sometimes called... Go Super to see the answers! Go Super to Ask Ebaby! teachers your questions!

because of poor English but best essay au helped us a lot in completing our thesis work. English Lesson Planner is a complete lesson planning solution for English. The lesson starts with discussion about ‘Simple Past and Present Perfect’.

using the present perfect tense to answer some questions based on life experiences. Questions & Answers.

what is the basic structure of present perfect continuous tense? very easy way through video ,i like it more. present perfect usage: completed action. action that is complete at the time of speaking. its not going on any.

I'm trying to learn the present perfect continuous, and I've managed it so far. To sum up: my question is: when we talk about an activity that has finished (recently) and has some results now, what... Thank you for your answer Lady Yofiel.

Question Topics 5 Answers. Naveed Saleh, Author of The Complete Guide to Article Writing: How to Write Successful Arti50 Views. A2A

How do I automatically find present continuous, simple past and past perfect tense forms of a verb? The perfect continuous (has/have + been + present participle) form indicates an... Then, respond to the question with a complete sentence using a logical Answer: What problems have UC Davis students been facing for the last 10 years? Present perfect continuous is used to talk about an action/event that started in the past and is still happening now. How long is often used in questions.

Articles on teaching Present Perfect Continuous Explaining the Present Perfect Continuous Other relevant pages Present Perfect Simple and Continuous games.

A. Read and discuss the questions below. 1. Have you B. Watch the clip and complete the blanks using either present perfect or present perfect continuous. In this amusing teaching activity, students create present perfect questions. where they ask and answer questions using the present perfect and past simple. Based on their results, the students complete each statement using a phrase. We have a set of five present perfect simple activity sheets that you can...